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Press Release (July 18, 2014)
TKS JETLEADER 1500 receives prestigious 2014 InterTech Technology award
The Printing Industries of America (PIA) has awarded TKS a 2014 InterTech Technology award
for the JETLEADER 1500 digital ink jet press. Every year the PIA issues awards for technologies
that can have a significant impact in the Graphic communications industry.
An independent panel of judges reviews and evaluates many technology nominations in all
aspects of the printing industry, from the equipment side to software. The various recipients for
this year’s awards will get their InterTech Starts at this year’s Graph Expo show in Chicago
(September 28 to October 1).
“TKS is very excited to have the JETLEADER 1500 receive this recognition for technology that
can move the printing industry forward and create new revenue and business opportunities with
digital printing, ”, said Mike Shafer Vice President of Sales for TKS (USA).
Dr. Mark Bohan, Vice President of Technology and Research said “the judges were impressed in
several areas with the JETLEADER 1500.
• The open source ink policy
• The new Variable cutoff folder
• Well thought out engineering
• Robust construction
• Product flexibility
Mr. Ryutaro Shiba, President of TKS said that “receiving this recognition in the North American
market is very important because there are so many business opportunities to incorporate the
JETLEADER 1500 and its flexibility into a business model with the printing companies”.
TKS now has three JETLEADERS running in production. Two at Topweb in Chicago and one at
Hawaii Hochi in Honolulu. TKS will be at this year’s Graph Expo to discuss the press equipment
in more detail.
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TKS founded in 1874 is a industry leader and manufacturer of a full line of printing presses,
material handling and post press equipment. The ColorTop series of offset presses range from the
singlewide ColorTop 3500 all the way up to our triple wide ColorTop 9000. The JETLEADER
1500 is a digital ink jet web fed press.

